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What is an umbrella credit facility?

 A capital call subscription facility for multiple borrowers under a single credit 
agreement. 

 Loan obligations among the different fund borrowers are typically several and 
separate from each other, not joint and several. 

 Each fund borrower has its separate borrowing base, without cross-collateralization 
with other borrowers.
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Who uses umbrella credit facilities? 

 Large private equity sponsors often combine fund groups with similar investment 
strategies under a single umbrella facility

 Liquidity facilities for SEC registered funds with the same investment adviser.

 Private direct lending funds and tax credit funds.

 Mature end-of-term funds that do not have a need for large advances under a capital call 
facility.
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What are the advantages of an umbrella facility? 

 Sponsors like uniformity of terms across multiple fund borrower groups

 Umbrella facilities can save transaction costs because only a single agreement is 
negotiated.

 Often upfront fees, unused revolver fees and agent administrative fees are less expensive 
under a single umbrella facility than under multiple separate credit facilities

 Lenders obtain internal benefits from a centralized credit and loan processing 
perspective.

 Lenders also appreciate how an umbrella facility can entrench a group of lenders for all of 
the sponsor’s present and future fund platforms.
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What are the drawbacks to an umbrella facility?

 The upfront costs of addressing the various issues in an umbrella facility can be materially 
greater than the transaction costs for a single fund facility.

 Fund borrowers with differing needs also add complexity that undercuts the cost and 
operational efficiencies of a typical umbrella facility.

 Limitations on cross defaults can be awkward for lenders who must continue to fund a 
particular fund borrower while another borrower in the facility is in default.

 In a similar manner, limitations on investor eligibility disqualification can be awkward for 
lenders who must make advances in reliance on a borrowing base that includes an 
investor who has defaulted with respect to a capital contribution for a different fund 
borrower in the same facility.

 The ongoing longevity of the facility documents may make updates to standard provisions 
more difficult than in new single-fund financing facilities.
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How are umbrella facilities structured?

 The facility is provided in a single credit agreement with multiple borrowers and a single 
lending group under an administrative agent.

 The facility typically has an overall maximum commitment amount.  Loans to each 
borrower will be limited to its investor borrowing base and, sometimes, also to a separate 
commitment sublimit.

 Terms such as upfront fee, interest rate, unused fee, borrowing procedures, maturity date, 
representations and warranties, covenants and defaults apply equally to all borrowers.

 The sub-facility for a particular borrower typically does not cross-default to the subfacility 
for another borrower.

 Similarly, disqualification of an eligible investor for purposes of a particular borrower’s 
borrowing base would not always disqualify the same investor for purposes of the 
borrowing base for a different borrower.

 The agreement will have a mechanism for new fund borrowers to join the facility and for 
other borrowers to be released from the facility.
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Special problem #1:  Common expenses 

 In a multi-borrower facility, how should borrowers allocate payment of the upfront fee? 
The unused availability fee?  Lender legal expenses?  Lender indemnification?

 In most umbrella facilities, these common expenses are allocated severally among the 
borrowers according to an agreed pro rata method.

 Some borrowers insist on the flexibility to move from a strict proportional allocation as 
noted above to a different allocation so long as it is reasonably satisfactory to the required 
lenders.

 Some lenders insist upon joint and several liability to make collection easier, so that each 
borrower is potentially responsible for paying the entire amount of all these common 
expenses.
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Special problem #2:  Cross defaults and cross 
disqualification

 While most umbrella facilities do not cross default across borrowers, some lenders insist 
that a default with respect to a general partner, investment manager or similar sponsor 
entity such as a defaulted capital contribution or bankruptcy also constitutes a cross 
default for all other borrowers in the facility.

 Similarly, some lenders insist that disqualification of an investor from the borrowing 
base of a single borrower should also disqualify such investor from the borrowing 
base of all other borrowers in the facility.
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Special problem #3:  Finite availability among competing 
borrowers 

 Umbrella facilities typically have an overall maximum commitment amount that is lower 
than the sum of the maximum borrowing bases (or commitment sublimits, if applicable) 
for each borrower party to the agreement.  

 However, if an unforeseen event occurs that would cause all the borrowers to incur the 
maximum amount of permitted borrowings at the same time, the sponsor will face 
fiduciary issues as to which borrowers should be first in line to receive loans.

 If borrowings by individual borrowers are limited by commitment sublimits, as well as 
borrowing bases, calculation of each borrower’s commitment fee can become 
especially complicated.
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Special problem #4:  Differing strategies and resulting 
usage of the facility among borrowers

 Umbrella facilities work best with a group of borrowers that have a similar investment 
strategy and need for the facility.

 However, funds with different strategies, such as direct lending funds and private equity 
funds, may use the facility quite differently.

 Certain funds may require special needs for currency hedging or letters of credit, or 
require temporary over-advances or special covenant exceptions.

 Capital call facilities for open-end investment funds (such as hedge funds) create special 
problems in constantly updating the borrowing base to account for investor redemption 
rights and lock-up periods.
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Special problem #5:  Foreign currency advances may 
not be readily provided by each lender in the group

 If particular lenders are unable to fund in a requested currency, the other lenders can take 
up the share of the non-participating.

 The non-participating lender will require payment waterfall adjustments to equalize 
repayment among the participating and non-participating lenders.

 Lender voting and confidentiality restrictions will require special care.
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Conclusion

 Umbrella facilities are attractive to sponsors and lenders because they provide a simpler 
and more efficient credit structure for funds of the same sponsor.

 But in certain circumstances, the differing characteristics of the various fund borrowers 
can result in unwanted complication and expense.

 Questions from the audience?
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